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Abstrat
A generi lesson of string theory is that the oupling onstants of an eetive low energy
theory are determined by the vauum values of a set of elds - the so-alled moduli - some
of whih are stabilized at relatively low masses by non-perturbative eets. We argue that
the physis of these moduli annot be separated from the issues of dynamial and gauge
mediated supersymmetry breaking. To illustrate this point we present a modied version
of the type IIB KKLT model where the riteria for gauge mediated SUSY breaking may be
realized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. String theory and SUSY breaking
There are two possible ways in whih string theory may have relevane for physis at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) sales of 1-2 TeV.
• The eetive string sale is very low, either beause we live on a brane whih is situated
far down some strongly warped throat or beause the ompatiation volume is very
large. In this ase one would expet to see spetaular signatures of an underlying
stringy world at these sales.
• The seond possibility is that the string solution desribing our world has a low sale
of supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking with mass splittings on the order of a few hundred
GeV, in whih ase we should see superpartners of the standard model partiles.
The rst possibility - if it is realized in our universe - will almost ertainly lead to a onr-
mation of the underlying stringy nature of fundamental physis. However it appears to us
to be the less likely one. After all the one piee of evidene that we urrently have for the
existene of physis beyond the standard model, is the apparent uniation of the ouplings
at a sale of around 1016GeV , if we inlude the threshold eets of superpartners of the
standard model at a sale of around 1TeV. In addition low energy supersymmetry breaking
seems to be related to the spontaneous breakdown of the standard model symmetry in an
elegant way. Of ourse the observation of superpartners (unlike say the observation of blak
holes) at the LHC sale will not diretly support string theory. Nevertheless it will tell us
that we are headed in the right diretion, and furthermore will give us restritions (apart
from requiring 4 dimensions, a small osmologial onstant, three generations, et.) on the
landsape of solutions that may desribe our world.
Generially string theory prefers to have an AdS SUSY minimum or one with SUSY
broken at a high (i.e. string) sale. Sine both of these are phenomenologially irrelevant
we have to restrit ourselves to those (non-generi) models whih have a low SUSY breaking
sale [26℄. So we assume at the outset that the LHC will nd superpartners of the standard
model so that we will be restrited to those models whih give a low SUSY breaking sale.
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We will fous on solutions with small or moderate warping and moderately large extra
dimensions, i.e. the Kaluza-Klein masses mKK < Ms (but not << Ms) and Ms < MP (but
not << MP ). In string theory generi ompatiations should have moduli stabilized at or
near the string sale. However suh situations are hard to deal with in pratie. For instane
the reent progress made in understanding how the moduli are stabilized (see [1℄ and [2℄ for
reent reviews) depends on a starting point - namely ten-dimensional supergravity (SUGRA)
- that assumes that there is a lear separation between the string sale and the sale of the
ompatiation. On the other hand if we want to preserve uniation then the theory
should be four dimensional upto a sale of 1016GeV (whih is also around the most likely
sale of ination). This translates into having an internal manifold whose harateristi size
is around two orders of magnitude larger than the Plank size and an order of magnitude
larger than the string size.
We will proeed as usual by arguing that the theory an be disussed within the 4D
SUGRA framework. As in the work of KKLT [3℄ if one an nd a stabilization whih leads
to a ompatiation manifold whose size is in the above range the assumption is at least
self-onsistent. Then we need to address how supersymmetry is broken in the theory and
whether it is possible to generate a small sale of SUSY breaking. Finally one has to have
a mehanism to transmit the SUSY breaking to the visible (MSSM) setor.
SUSY breaking is ommuniated to the visible setor in three possible ways. Setting the
Plank sale MP = 1 the SUSY breaking order parameter is an F-term and/or a D-term
with 0 6= F |0 << 1 (and/or 0 6= D|0 << 1). Typially one expets F0 ∼ m3/2 ≤ O(10−15).
1. Moduli/gravity mediation. This usually involves SUSY breaking in the moduli setor
(for example FT 6= 0). The moduli setor ouples then to the visible setor though
gravitational strength interations. However it may still be the dominant mehanism
even if SUSY is broken in some (hidden) matter setor.
2. Anomaly mediated. Fϕ 6= 0, where ϕ is the onformal (or Weyl) ompensator of
SUGRA.
3. Gauge mediated. In this ase one needs a hidden matter setor φ with Fφ 6= 0.
The supersymmetry breaking is then transmitted through gauge interations of the
so-alled messengers whih are diretly oupled to φ.
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1. is generially plagued with the SUSY avor hanging neutral urrent (FCNC) problem as
well as the SUSY CP problem, though there are speial situations where (at least lassially)
the problem may be avoided. Even in those, quantum eets will usually generate FCNC. 2.
by itself would not have the FCNC problem but leads to tahyoni sleptons. In any ase it
ours along with 1. (see for example [4℄ and [5℄) and it is hard to suppress 1. while keeping
2 and avoiding tahyoni sleptons. On the other hand 3. will solve the FCNC problem sine
gauge interations are avor neutral. The question is whether this property will survive the
embedding of this mehanism in a string theory with all moduli stabilized.
We need to understand the minimum requirements on the string theory model whih will
enable the gauge mediated mehanism to be the dominant one. It is important to analyze
the problem within a supergravity (SUGRA) or string theory ontext. Dynamial break-
ing with metastable vaua neessarily involve (at least) two distint minima with dierent
osmologial onstants and this situation annot really be disussed within a global SUSY
ontext as has been done upto now in almost all disussions - for a reent disussion see [6℄.
Whithin a SUGRA ontext general onditions on F-terms in the supersymmetry breaking
setor have been disussed in [7℄. In the partiular ase of KKLT type models [3℄, the di-
ulties involved in uplifting the minimum of the potential to get a small positive osmologial
onstant with supersymmetry breaking at a parametrially larger sale has been disussed in
[8℄, where it was also pointed out that one an get F-term upliting if the Kaehler potential
is hanged from the simple KKLT form. Also as has been disussed in [9℄ tuning the CC
in the ux ompatied ontext aets all other parameters (Yukawa ouplings soft masses
et.) and it is only within the ontext of the SUGRA formalism that a areful disussion of
what preditions an be extrated from a given lass of models be made.
The main fous of this paper will be how the mehanism of moduli stabilization in string
theory an be ompatible with gauge mediated SUSY breaking.
B. Gauge mediated SUSY breaking
Gauge mediated SUSY breaking (for reviews see [10℄[11℄) has a symmetry breaking setor
(here simplied to the eld φ) and a vetor like messenger setor (whih is harged under the
standard model group) here denoted by f, f˜ . The latter may be taken as say a 5 + 5¯ of the
SU(5) whih ontains the standard model group so that gauge oupling uniation is not
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aeted. The relevant superpotential term is W = φff˜ . The supereld φ is then supposed
to get both a vauum expetation value and a non-zero F-term. In other words φ0 =
M + θ2F where θ is the fermioni superspae oordinate. This then auses a mass splitting
between the fermioni and the bosoni omponents of the messenger elds ∆m2f = F . The
messengers ouple to the standard model elds only through gauge ouplings (essentially
through threshold eets in the running of the gauge oupling) and so ommuniate the
SUSY breaking in a avor neutral way. The gaugino masses are then given by
mλ(µ)
g2(µ)
=
N
(4π)2
F
M
(1)
where µ is the RG sale and N is the number of messengers (assumed to be in the funda-
mental representation) at the mass sale M . This is indeed an elegant and relatively simple
solution to the avor problem provided the following issues are addressed.
• What is the mehanism of SUSY breaking?
• How is the mehanism embedded in SUGRA? This is not an aademi question even
though the physis that we are disussing is at sales far below the Plank sale. Global
supersymmetry when broken introdues a positive vauum energy whih an only be
anelled within the ontext of SUGRA. Also typially in these theories the gravitino
is the lightest partile so the whole onstrution is only meaningful within the loally
supersymmetri ontext.
• How does one ensure that higher dimension operators, suh as ∫ d4θcijφφ¯QiQ¯j/M2P ,
where Qi is an MSSM eld in the ith generation, whih an give diret oupling
between the SUSY breaking setor and the visible setor, are suppressed?
• How is a low sale of SUSY breaking generated. Within global supersymmetry this
question has been addressed in the literature on dynamial SUSY breaking. However
as pointed out earlier this is not an issue that an be ompletely settled without putting
the theory within the SUGRA/string theory framework.
• In string theory the ouplings and mass parameters of any dynamial symmetry break-
ing sheme are (funtions of) string moduli whih need to be stabilized. Is the gauge
mediated mehanism ompatible with this?
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• Finally do the harateristi phenomenologial features of the mehanism survive the
tuning of the osmologial onstant to (or lose to) zero in the quantum theory? As
pointed out in [9℄ this is a non-trivial issue and ertainly aets gravity mediated
versions of supersymmetry breaking.
There is a large literature on mehanisms for supersymmetry breaking. In order to generate
a low sale dynamially, the phenomenon of the generation of a mass gap in non-abelian
gauge theories is invoked. In other words the SUSY breaking sale orresponds to µ ∼
ΛUV e
−8pi2/b0g2
, where g is the gauge oupling at some high sale ΛUV whih may be the
Plank sale, and b0 is the β-funtion oeient of gauge group. However it is generally
hard to get SUSY breaking (in global SUSY) in this way. Reently it was realized that
one ould nevertheless get metastable minima with broken supersymmetry in this way [12℄
(for referenes to related work see [6℄). However a situation suh as this really needs to be
addressed within supergravity as disussed earlier. Also in string theory the gauge oupling
is atually a modulus whih itself needs to be xed. For instane in Heteroti string theory
it is proportional (at leading order) to the dilaton and in type IIB theories where the gauge
group omes from D7 branes, it is proportional to a Kaehler modulus. Thus the phenomenon
of dynamial SUSY breaking is losely tied (in string theory) to the mehanism of moduli
stabilization.
In this work we will disuss type IIB string theory. The soure of supersymmetry breaking
will be identied with the F-omponent of an open string modulus aquiring a non-zero value.
We will all this eld φ and write its vauum value φ0 = M and its F-term Fφ = F .
The next issue stems from the fat that if some hiral eld aquires a non-zero F-term,
then there is also a gravity mediated ontribution to SUSY breaking in the visible setor.
This is governed by the value F/MP while the gauge mediated ontribution is governed by
F/M . Let F0 be the eetive F-term from all soures of SUSY breaking. Requiring that
the avor violating ontributions (oming from gravity/moduli mediation) are small enough
means for the gauge mediated (m2s) and gravity mediated (∆m
2
s) ontributions to the soft
masses (see for example [10℄)
∆m2s
m2s
≤ 10−3( ms
500GeV
) (2)
where
∆m2s ∼
F 2
0
M2P
, m2s ∼
(
g2
16π2
)2
F 2
M2
, (3)
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g being the relevant gauge oupling. Requiring that the salar masses are not more than
about 500GeV then gives (with g2/16π2 ∼ 10−2)
F ≤ F0 ≤ (1010GeV )2, M ≤ 10−3MP F
2
F 2
0
≤ 10−3MP . (4)
Typially in string theory the moduli aquire Plank sale vauum values. For instane
the overall size modulus of the internal manifold should be a fator of a few larger than
the string sale for onsisteny with the eetive ten-dimensional low energy supergravity
starting point of KKLT type onstrutions. Thus learly we need to use some matter setor
(oming from an open string setor in a type II onstrution) to play the role of the eld φ
whose vauum value M is suppressed relative to the Plank sale. One of the problems we
hope to address is the question of how to ahieve this. However to ensure the dominane
of gauge mediated SUSY breaking and the absene of FCNC we need not atually suppress
supersymmetry breaking in the moduli setor relative to that from the matter setor. It will
be suient to have them of the same order.
Finally there is the question of ne-tuning the CC. Obviously what needs to be set to the
10−3eV sale is the fully quantum orreted CC whih in the supergravity ontext one expet
to be given as the minimum of the potential with all orretions to the Kaehler potential
inluded. Although all our expliit alulations will be done with the lassial Kaehler
potential none of the qualitative features that we disuss will depend on its detailed form.
In other words all we are onerned with here is that the model has suient freedom to
ahieve all ne tunings that are neessary to get a gauge mediated model of supersymmetry
breaking with the CC set to the observed sale. We defer the disussion of what preditions
of the model (if any) survive this tuning (i.e. the question raised in [9℄) to future work.
II. SUGRA MODELS
We will set MP = 1 in the following. For future referene we ollet here the basi
SUGRA formulae [27℄ that we need (we ignore D-terms sine they are not relevant for our
onstrution).
V = eK(DiWDj¯W¯K
ij¯ − 3|W |2) (5)
∂kV = e
K(DlDiWDj¯W¯K
ij¯ − 2DkWW¯ ) (6)
∇l∂kV = eK(DlDkDiWDj¯W¯Kij¯ −DkDlWW¯ ) (7)
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∇l¯∂kV = eK(R nl¯kiDnWDj¯ ¯WKij¯ +Kkl¯DiWDj¯W¯Kij¯ −DkWDl¯W¯
+DkDiWDl¯Dj¯WK
ij¯ − 2Kkl¯WW¯ ). (8)
In the above ∂i denotes dierentiation with respet to a hiral salar φ
i
, Ki = ∂iK et. and
DiW = Wi −KiW, ∇iXj = ∂iXj − ΓkijXk, Γkij = Kkl¯∂iKjl¯, Rij¯kl¯ = Kml¯∂j¯Γmik. (9)
The simplest model of supersymmetry breaking is the so-alled Polonyi model [13℄
K = φφ¯, W = µ2φ+ c. (10)
The SUGRA potential assoiated with (10) is
V = eφφ¯[|φ¯(µ2φ+ c) + µ2|2 − 3|µ2φ+ c|2]. (11)
This potential has no SUSY solution if c2 < 4µ2 with c, µ2 real. If as usual c is ne tuned
suh that the minimum is at V0 = 0, c/µ
2 = 2−√3 and the minimum is at
φ = 1−
√
3, F ≃
√
3µ2. (12)
If µ2 is taken to be small then the supersymmetry sale is small. However this minimum is at
large (i.e. Plank) sale and will mean that gravity mediated SUSY breaking will dominate.
To get a low value we onsider the following,
K = φ¯φ, W = c+ µ2φ+
ν
2!
φ2 +
λ
3!
φ3 + . . . , (13)
with
c ∼ µ2 ∼ ν ∼ λ ∼ . . . << 1. (14)
As we will see in the next setion this kind of model an arise naturally in the type IIB
string theory ontext with φ being an open string modulus. Let us look for onditions on
the parameters to have a minimum of this potential with Fφ ≡ F ≪ 1, φ0 ≡ M ≪ 1. The
relevant formulae are (sine we have a trivial Kaehler metri - see (6)-(8))
∂φV = e
K(D2φWDφ¯W¯ − 2DφWW¯ ) (15)
∂2φV = e
K(D3φWDφ¯W¯ − 2DφWW¯ ) (16)
∂φ∂φ¯V = e
K(D2φWD
2
φ¯W¯ − 2WW¯ ) (17)
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For a minimum with φ = φ0 << 1 we have (under the onditions (14)
W |0 ∼ c, DφW |0 ∼ µ2, D2φW |0 ∼ ν, D3φW |0 ∼ λ. (18)
The onditions for suh a minimum ∂φV = 0,with ∂φ∂φ¯V > 0 and H = 4{|∂φ∂φ¯V |2 −
|∂2φV |2}|0 > 0 then give respetively the restritions[28℄
|ν| ≃ 2|c|, |ν|2 > 2|c|2, ||ν|2 − 2|c|2| > |λµ2 − |νc|| (19)
If the rst ondition is a strit equality the minimum is at φ|0 = 0. To get a minimum
φ0 = O(ǫ) << 1 we thus have the ne tuning ondition
|2|c| = |ν|(1 + ǫ), (20)
whih of ourse implies the two inequalities in (19). In addition, to avoid tahyoni messen-
gers we need to have ǫ2 > µ2 (so that their SUSY mass is larger than the SUSY breaking
mass). In fat from (18) and (4) we see that we need µ2 . 10−16 and ǫ . 10−3. Of ourse
there is also the ne-tuning ondition to get a small value of the osmologial onstant:
|µ2 + νφ0 + cφ¯0| −
√
3|c+ µ2φ0| << O(ǫc) (21)
Thus we have two ne-tuning onditions - whih an be regarded as being for c and ν (or
µ2). Let us now add the messenger setor f, f˜ (belonging for example to a 5+ 5¯ of a SU(5)
standard model group). The modied potentials are
K = φ¯φ+ f¯f + ¯˜f f˜ ; W = c+ µ2φ+
ν
2!
φ2 +
λ
3!
φ3 + . . .+ σφff˜ , (22)
where the onditions (14,20) still apply but σ ∼ O(1). At f = f˜ = 0, φ = φ0 << 1 we have
in addition to (18) the following results (with | denoting evaluation at this point).
DfW | = D2fW | = DφDfW | = D2φDfW | = DφD2fW | = D3fW | = Df˜D2fW | = (f ↔ f˜) = 0
(23)
and
DfDf˜W | = σφ0, DφDfDf˜W | = σ(1 + φ0φ¯0) (24)
With these it an be heked that the point in question is an extremum (∂f,f˜ ,φV | = 0). Also
∂φ∂fV | = ∂φ∂f¯V | = (f → f˜) = 0 so that the φ setor mass matries deouple from the f, f˜
setor. Finally in the latter setor we have,
∂f¯∂fV | = ∂¯˜f∂f˜V | ≃ σ2φ20 + µ4 − 2c2 (25)
∂2fV | = ∂2f˜V | = ∂f˜∂f¯V | = 0, ∂f∂f˜V | ≃ σµ2 (26)
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Thus if we require that (in addition to the previous onditions (14,20)) c ∼ µ2 << φ2
0
<< 1
we see that (25) is positive and the non-diagonal terms (26) are small ompared to the
diagonal ones so that we have a true minimum.
In the next setion we will onsider how natural these restritions are in a string theory
ontext.
III. A STRING THEORY MODEL
All dynamial SUSY breaking models have a low sale generated by non-perturbative
eets. In string theory suh eets are dependent on the moduli. In the full potential for
the matter (φ, f, f˜) and moduli Φ we need to nd a minimum with Fφ 6= 0 and φ0 ≪ 1
for some matter eld, while FΦ need not neessarily be muh smaller, but should not be
larger. As a rst attempt then we may ask whether it is possible to integrate out all the
moduli supersymmetrially, whih appears to be the usual assumption in disussions of
gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking, and disuss the resulting matter theory.
So onsider the following simple toy model whih is essentially the KKLT model (with
the dependene on all but one modulus - the overall volume modulus T - suppressed on the
assumption that the other moduli (and the dilaton) are stabilized at the string sale. In
addition there are matter setors oming from the utuations on D3 branes and D7 branes.
The latter wrap a four-yle in the internal manifold and give rise to a ondensing gauge
group that generates the non-perturbative ontribution to the KKLT superpotential. The
Kaehler potential and superpotential are given by
K = −3 ln(T + T¯ − φφ¯− f f¯ − f˜ ¯˜f), (27)
W = W0 + P (φ)De
−dT + σφff˜ . (28)
This is a toy version of that whih one would expet when D3 branes are present. The
hiral eld φ an be regarded as the holomorphi oordinate parametrizing the diretions
transverse to the four-yle that is wrapped by the D7 branes. The argument of the expo-
nential is proportional to the gauge oupling funtion of the gauge group on the stak of
D7 branes in the KKLT model, and the φ dependene of the superpotential is a threshold
eet. Classially in the absene of D3 branes the gauge oupling is the T modulus, but a
holomorphi dependene on the D3-brane stak position is indued in the presene of the
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latter. The φ eld represents the open string moduli whih determines the position of the
D3-brane stak in the internal manifold relative to the D7-brane stak. The φ dependene in
the non-perturbative term omes from the fat that the gauge oupling is proportional to the
volume and the latter is warped by the presene of the D3-brane as observed by Baumann
et al.[14℄ (see also [15℄). P (φ) is equal to the exponential of the holomorphi funtion ζ of
that paper. In a partiular model for the warped throat in that work (see equation( 51)) it
takes the form
P (φ) = (1 + δφ)1/n = (1 +
1
n
δφ+
1− n
2n2
δ2φ2 +
(1− n)(1− 2n)
3!n3
δ3φ3 + . . .) (29)
where the last equality is valid for small values of φ. δ in the above parametrizes the loation
of the four yle wrapped by the D7 branes in the internal manifold and is determined
(independently of W0 ) by the uxes. n is the number of D7 branes in the stak.
The matter term in the argument of the logarithm in the Kaehler potential is essentially
the Kaehler potential of the CY manifold whih we have however modeled by the anonial
(at) Kaehler potential for simpliity. We do not expet the qualitative onlusions of this
work to be aeted by this simpliation.
The messenger elds f, f˜ ome from open strings and belong to the fundamental and anti-
fundamental representations of the gauge group on the stak of D3 branes. For instane we
may hope to onstrut a SUSY SU(5) GUT on this stak by taking ve of them in a manner
similar to the disussion (for two staks of D7 branes) in [16℄ (see also [17, 18℄). The gauge
oupling on the D3 stak is essentially xed by the dilaton whih has been integrated out
at the string sale.
If we ould integrate out the modulus supersymmetrially we should put
DTW = −dP (φ)De−dT − 3W0 + P (φ)De
−dT
T + T¯ − φ¯φ = 0. (30)
The number d is of O(4π/n) where n is the number of oinident D7 branes. If the latter are
of O(1− 10) then d & O(1). If these onditions are satised and if φ << 1 at the minimum
then we would have T determined to be the KKLT value - i.e.
dD(T + T¯ )e−dT + 3(W0 +De
−dT ) = 0 (31)
So we need to nd uxes suh that W0 << 1, in order to be onsistent with our requirement
that ℜT > 1. This determines T = T0 = T0(W0, d,D). Note that this implies
W0 ∼ De−dT0 (32)
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With this we then have a model of the form disussed in the previous setion. Thus we may
identify the parameters of (22) in terms of (28, 29) as
c = W0+De
−dT0 , µ2 =
1
n
δDe−dT0, ν =
1− n
n2
δ2De−dT0 , λ =
(1− n)(1− 2n)
n3
δ3De−dT0 (33)
The suppression of the parameters in the superpotential that we need is then obtained in a
rather natural way. Let us hek whether the onditions for a minimum are satised. First
let us ignore the ne-tuning ondition and fous on the two inequalities in (19) imposing
just the ne-tuning ondition on the CC (21) whih for small φ gives c ≃ µ2/√3. This gives
us the onditions (for n ≥ 2)
δ >
√
2
3
n
n− 1 , (n− 1)(n− 2)δ
2 + (n− 1)n δ√
3
− 2n2 > 0 (34)
However when one imposes the the rst relation in (19) one gets the ondition δ =
2n/(
√
3(n− 1) and this value does not satisfy the seond inequality above.
Now one may think that the diulty stems from the simple form of P (φ) that we
have hosen. We think this is unlikely. The problem is that there are basially only two
independent ne tunings that an be done in this whole lass of models - orresponding
to the embedding of the four yle wrapped by the D7-branes and the value of the ux
superpotential W0. The onstraints of getting a large value of T0 with a small value of φ0
together with a vanishingly small CC appear to be diult to satisfy without more freedom.
A possibly more produtive strategy is perhaps to inlude orretions to the Kaehler
potential. But before we onsider this there is another issue that needs to be addressed.
The problem is that when one requires that DTW = 0 but DφW 6= 0, there is an additional
ne tuning involved. Although DTW = DφW = 0 is a minimum (where SUSY is of ourse
unbroken) DTW = 0, DφW 6= 0 is not neessarily even an extremum. To see this onsider
the extremum onditions
∂TV = e
K [D2TWDT¯ W¯K
T T¯ +DTDφWDφ¯WK
φφ¯ +DTDφWDT¯WK
φT¯
+D2TWDφ¯W¯K
T φ¯ − 2DTWW¯ ] (35)
∂φV = e
K [D2φWDφ¯W¯K
φφ¯ +DφDTWDφ¯WK
T φ¯ +DφDTWDT¯WK
T T¯
+D2φWDT¯ W¯K
φT¯ − 2DφWW¯ ]. (36)
We see that to have DTW = 0 but DφW 6= 0 (so as to reprodue the analysis of setion
three) we would need additional ne tuning of parameters to set for instane DTDφW = 0.
However we have used up the freedom to ne tune.
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Let us revisit the issue by rst looking at SUSY minima whih are of ourse generially
AdS. We ontinue to ignore the messenger setor to fous on the φ, T setor. For SUSY
solutions we have,
DTW = −dPDe−dT − 3W
T + T¯ − φφ¯ = 0 (37)
DφW = P
′(φ)De−dT +
3φ¯
T + T¯ + φφ¯
W = 0 (38)
With P (φ) = (1 + δφ)1/n as before. Note that we an eliminate T from these two equations
and get
φ¯0 = − 1
nd(1 + δφ0)
∼ O(1/4π), fornd ∼ 4π (39)
The SUSY mass matries are (from (8,7) with DT,φW = 0) are
∂T¯∂TV |0 = eK0 [D2TWD2T¯W¯KT T¯ +DTDφWD2T¯ φ¯W¯Kφφ¯ + 2ℜD2TWD2T¯ φ¯W¯KT φ¯ (40)
−2KT T¯ |W |2]
∂φ¯∂φV |0 = eK0 [D2φWD2φ¯W¯Kφφ¯ +D2T φWD2T¯ φ¯W¯KT T¯ + 2ℜD2φWD2T¯ φ¯W¯KφT¯ (41)
−2Kφφ¯|W |2]
∂T¯∂φV |0 = eK0 [D2φTWD2T¯W¯KT T¯ +D2φWD2T¯ φ¯W¯Kφφ¯ + 2ℜD2φTWD2T¯ φ¯W¯KT φ¯ (42)
−2KφT¯ |W |2]
∂2TV |0 = −eK0D2TWW¯, ∂2φV = −eK0D2φWW¯, ∂2T φV = −eK0D2T φWW¯ (43)
Here the right hand sides are to be evaluated at the extremum, i.e. the solution to (37,38).
Now as is well-known although at a Minkowski minimum (i.e. one with W |0 ne tuned to
be zero) these mass matries are positive denite, this is not neessarily the ase for an AdS
minimum. For our purposes, where we want to integrate out one of the elds (i.e. T ) to
get a theory for the other with hopefully a non-AdS (meta-stable) minimum, we do need
a positive denite mass matrix as a starting point. Thus we need to ensure that the rst
two in the above set are positive while the others are subdominant ompared to these two.
Evaluating the various derivatives we have
D2TW ∼ O(d2e−dT0), D2φW ∼ O(
δ2
n
e−dT0) ∼ O(de−dT ), DφDTW ∼ O(dδ
n
e−dT0), W ∼ O(e−dT0)
(44)
Then we see that by hoosing δ > d (reall that d ∼ 4π/n) we have |D2TW |, |D2φW | >
|DφDTW |. This would guarantee that the T, φ mass matrix has positive eigenvalues (sine
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the traes in eah subsetor is positive and the o-diagonal terms are smaller than the
diagonal ones). However the problem is that the mass for the mostly T eld is of the same
order as that of the (mostly) φ eld. They are both suppressed by the exponential fator.
This is of ourse in ontrast to the masses of the other moduli and the dilaton whih get
masses from the uxes rather than from the non-perturbative term. Thus integrating out T
at this supersymmetri point and moving in the φ diretion to nd a SUSY breaking point
while assuming that the dynamis of T is frozen at the point DTW = 0 is not justied.
What one needs to do then is to nd a point ∂TV = ∂φV = 0 with T0 & 1, DφW 6=
0, φ0 << 1, V0 = 0. The last two onditions are then ne tuning onditions. As for the F
term of the T-modulus we do not need to require that it be zero or even muh smaller than
Fφ. All that is neessary is that it should not be larger as we disussed earlier. This is a
mild ondition on the ux parameters c,δ and should not be hard to realize. However as we
argued earllier the ne-tuning that is required to get a small value of φ0 is not ompatible
with the stability onditions in this lass of models.
Nevertheless there appears to be a possibility of obtaining the desired result with just
the ne tuning of the CC by a small modiation of this model. This involves inluding the
eets of integrating out string/KK states. In fat this way one gets a model like the one
studied by Kitano[19℄ (see also [20℄ and [21℄). Let us rst review the relevant part of [19℄.
The Kaehler and superpotentials are taken to be
K = φφ¯+
(φφ¯)2
Λ2
+ . . . , W = c+ µ2φ+ . . . (45)
The higher order terms in K may arise from integrating out states at the sale Λ < 1 (in
Plank units). Also c, µ2 << Λ. Then the minimum (one we adjust c so that the potential
is zero at the minimum) is at
|φ0| ≃ Λ
2
2
√
3
≪ 1
Thus we an get a minimum with a low value of φ without ne-tuning if there is another
(high) sale that is still well below the Plank sale. In string theory this may ome from
integrating out Kaluza-Klein states or string states. Here we identify Λ with the string sale
and regard the extra terms as oming from integrating out string states. However the string
sale is in fat dependent (in our Einstein frame onsiderations) on the size of the internal
manifold. (It also depends on the dilaton whih we assume has been stabilized suh that
the string oupling gs ∼ O(1) and on the warping due to the uxes and branes and whih
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we also take to be of O(1) for simpliity). Then in our type IIB ontext (with MP = 1)
M2s ∼ T−3/2R < 1, (46)
where of ourse the last inequality is valid one the volume modulus has been stabilized at a
large value. Then for small values of φφ¯, expanding around the value of TR at the minimum
and resaling φ
K = −3 ln(T + T¯ ) + φφ¯+ 1
6
(φφ¯)2 + 2T 4
0R(φφ¯)
2 + . . . (47)
Now we an repeat the previous analysis. We use the freedom of tuning c or (equivalently
W0) to set the osmologial onstant to zero at the minimum of the potential ∂TV = ∂φV =
0 where the values at the minimum are themselves funtions of the parameters W0, δ, n.
Note that with a suiently ompliated internal manifold (say a Calabi-Yau with O(102)
omplex struture moduli) one an imagine making the rst two of these parameters almost
ontinuous (thus satisfying these two equations) but n an only take a limited number of
integral values. This latter freedom an still be used to make sure that the minimum is at
a large value of TR. However now we do not need to ne tune in order to get a small value
for φ. By hoosing δ > d (see (44)) we see that in (36) we an ignore the seond and third
terms in the square braket ompared to the other terms. The fourth term would be small
for small φ sine KφT¯ ∼ O(φ). φ is then eetively determined by the rst and the last
terms (i.e. as if T is xed). Thus it is determined by the largest higher dimension operator
i.e. the last term in (47) as was the ase in [19℄ so that
|φ| ∼ Λ2 ∼ T−4
0R ≪ 1. (48)
Also we do not need to ensure that the SUSY breaking is entirely from the φ eld.
All that one needs to ensure is that the F-term from the modulus is not larger than that
from the φ eld and this is a relatively mild ondition whih should not be hard to satisfy.
Stritly speaking we should do an analysis of the multidimensional potential (i.e with 6 real
dimensions orresponding to φ, f, T ) but our analysis at least makes it plausible that it
is possible in this modied KKLT model to obtain a SUSY breaking minimum with Fφ ∼
FT , φ0 ≪ 1 so that gauge mediated mehanism an be the dominant mode of supersymmetry
breaking in the MSSM setor.
Let us make a few numerial heks. Assuming that the uxes and the gauge theory
on the D7 branes an be hosen suh that TR & 20, Ms ∼ T−3/4 . 10−1, orresponding
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to a string sale . 1017GeV . Then |F0| ∼ e−4piTR/n ≤ 6 × 10−19 for n ≤ 6 and M ≡
|φ0| ∼ Λ2 ∼ T−4R < 10−4 so that the riteria in (4) are satised. The vauum in whih
gauge mediated SUSY breaking is realized is as usual metastable sine generially there will
be both supersymmetri (see (38)) and non-supersymmetri vaua with negative energy.
However in SUGRA (as argued in [22℄) one expets the deay rates to these vaua to be
strongly suppressed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The question we have addressed here is whether gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking
is ahievable within string theory with all moduli stabilized. Any theory that has super-
symmetry breaking must of ourse onfront the ne-tuning of the osmologial onstant and
this is ahieved in a SUGRA model by ne-tuning a onstant in the superpotential. In
string theory the onstant is related to the ux bakground in the extra dimensions and
the ne tuning is disrete, but with a suiently ompliated internal manifold this an be
ahieved. However to get a low sale of SUSY breaking so that SUSY mass splittings are
at the TeV sale, one needs an exponential suppression ompared to the Plank sale. This
is usually ahieved in global onsiderations of dynamial SUSY breaking by having a gauge
theory that develops a mass gap. Here the same mehanism [3℄ that helps to stabilize the
volume modulus T (or more generally the Kaehler moduli) is used as the mehanism for
getting a suppressed supersymmetry breaking sale. In addition, to have gauge mediated
SUSY breaking the matter eld breaking supersymmetry must have a small (ompared to
the Plank sale) expetation value. In order to do this however we need to inlude terms
that would arise from integrating out string (or KK) modes. We argued that the SUSY
breaking eld an be stabilized at the string sale, whih for large volume ompatiation
an be muh less than the Plank sale, and that then it is possible to get a model with
gauge mediated SUSY breaking that would only require the single ne-tuning of the CC.
Nevertheless it should be emphasized that the main message of this paper is not so muh
the fat that it is possible to get a gauge mediated SUSY breaking model in the ontext
of a string theory model. It is rather that disussions of the former annot be deoupled
from the latter in theories (like the KKLT one) where some of the moduli require non-
perturbative eets for stabilization, so that it is not really posssible to get a large mass
16
hierarhy between these moduli and the SUSY breaking setor. So a viable theory of gauge
mediated supersymmetry breaking (at least in the framework of type IIB string theory)
needs to address together, both the stabilization of the Kaehler moduli, and the open string
modulus that is responsible for the SUSY breaking.
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